
Lesson Overview

Key definitions and concepts
- Units of measurement
- Significance
- Precision/AccuracyPrecision/Accuracy

Linear measurement – Distance
Compass use DirectionsCompass use – Directions
Coordinate systems – Location on 
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earth’s surface



Introduction
A knowledge of the elements of land g
measurement is important to resource 
managers. 

S i i ki fi ld t th tSurveying is making field measurements that 
are used to determine the lengths and 
directions of lines on the earth's surface.

If a survey covers such a small area, the 
earth's curvature may be disregarded, and is 
termed plane surveying. 

For larger regions, where the curvature of the 
earth m st be considered geodetic s r e s
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earth must be considered, geodetic surveys
are required.  



Units of Measurement
Land measurement involves the 
determination of length, elevation, area, 
volume, and angles, all of which require 
a standard unita standard unit. 
- 1 mile = 5,280 feet = 80 chains = 320 rods = 

1 900 8 varas1,900.8 varas

- 1 meter = 39.37 inches = 3.2808 feet

- 1 inch = 2 54 centimeters- 1 inch = 2.54 centimeters 

- 1 acre = 10 chains2 = 43,560 feet2 = 4,840 
yards2
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y

- 1 hectare = 100 acres = 10,000 meters2 = 2.471 
acres  



Significant Figures
393 069 has six significant figures393.069 has six significant figures.

16.0008 has six significant figures.

9.0 has two significant figures.

What level of significance is important?g p
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Rounding
Rule: if the digit beyond the digit beingRule:  if the digit beyond the digit being 
rounded is exactly 5, round to make the 
preceding digit even. 
The value 0.023945, rounded to 4 
significant figures, is 0.02394;  
The value 26.75, rounded to 3 significant 
figures, is 26.8.  
Note that the first case is rounded down, 
the second is rounded up.
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Accuracy and Precision

Accurate 
and

Precise 
but not 

Precise Accurate

Accurate N tAccurate 
but not 
Precise

Not 
Accurate 
or Precise
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Linear distances
Pacing Horizontal Distancesg

- A pace is defined as the average length of 2 
natural steps (a count is made each time thenatural steps (a count is made each time the 
same foot touches the ground).

Chaining Horizontal DistancesChaining Horizontal Distances

- Two persons, a head chainman and a rear 
chainman, are needed for accurate 
measurement with a tape.
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Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) 



Directions
Azimuths and Bearingsg

Azimuths – 0-360°

Bearings - NE, SE,                                              
SW, or NW 

Convert 315°

Convert S 47° E
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Compass Nomenclature
Your compass doesYour compass does 
not point to true north.

Because the earthBecause the earth 
acts as a huge 
magnet, compass 

dl i thneedles in the 
northern hemisphere 
point in the directionpoint in the direction 
of the horizontal 
component of the 

ti fi ld t d
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magnetic field termed 
magnetic north. 





Compass Use
To ensure precise compassTo ensure precise compass 
readings, users should ensure…

- compass is perfectly level

- sights are properly aligned, s g s a e p ope y a g ed,

- needle swings freely before settling

- all readings are taken from the north 
end of the needle. 
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Compass Use
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Compass Use

First…..

Second…..
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Compass Use

Demonstration on YouTube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Mh5NB0KuEg&feature=related
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Coordinate Systems
Grid CoordinatesGrid Coordinates

Latitude and Longitude

Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) Coordinate e cato (U ) Coo d ate
System

St t Pl C di tState Plane Coordinate 

System
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Grid Coordinates
Cartesian coordinateCartesian coordinate 
system – horizontal grid 
line going from west toline going from west to 
east, is called the x-
coordinate The verticalcoordinate.  The vertical, 
going from south to north, 
is the y coordinateis the y-coordinate.

Rectangular 
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coordinates



Latitude and Longitude
The system of latitude and longitude is a circularThe system of latitude and longitude is a circular 
coordinate system. 

Both coordinates are measured in degreesBoth coordinates are measured in degrees, 
minutes, and seconds. 
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UTM Coordinate System 
UTM coordinatesUTM coordinates 
consist of a 6-7 digit 
number, with unitsnumber, with units 
in meters.  

The numbers 
increase as one 
moves east and 
north. 
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State Plane Coordinate System
Each state has it own separate coordinate system 
with geodetic controls.  

Coordinates are measured in feet. 
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END OF LESSON
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